Pikavu is the specialized locator for children. It allows you to locate your child promptly so that you can avoid threatening situations that come your way.

How it works

The Pikavu express locator consists of two devices: a GPS wristwatch for the child and a portable receiver for their parents or caregiver. Pikavu is a very simple device to handle. You just have to press the “Locate” button on the receiver and the child’s position will be displayed on the screen so that you can know exactly where they are and how to find them.

1. Put on and turn on the child’s watch
2. Press the locate button on the receiver
3. The receiver shows you the precise position of the child over a map

We also offer the option of locating the Pikavu watch from an Iphone, Android, Windows phone or any type of cellphone. You can purchase the complete Pikavu locator and allow other family members to locate the watch with their cellphones or purchase only the watch and receive in text messages (SMS) the locations on your cellphone. This option allows you to receive exact locations but not receive alerts or complete configurations that are possible with the Pikavu receiver. To consult the price of the Pikavu watch on its own, please contact with us.
Benefits of using Pikavu

Attractive design. The design that simulates a wristwatch is well accepted by children. There are two options: a pink watch for girls and a blue one for boys.

Security. The watch has a safety lock. The watch cannot be removed by the child or other children while playing. Also, the watch has an alert button. By holding down the alarm button for 5 seconds an alarm will be sent to the portable receiver notifying the parent of a possible emergency.

Peace of mind. Locate them without intermediaries, with no distance limits, anywhere, quickly and effectively. Thanks to the advanced technology used by Pikavu, locating is even possible inside the buildings. In case there isn’t GPS available, other positioning systems will automatically be activated so that surveillance is assured.

Useful in many occasions. You can locate in open fields. The Pikavu has a map screen that shows you arrows so you know which direction you are going in and which direction you need to be going in. By following these arrows it will take you right up to where your child is located. Pikavu is a multiple watch localization system, with one receiver you can locate up to 10 watches.

Specifications

**Pikavu Watch**

- Size and weight: 36 x 45 x 18 mm / 42 gr
- Four positioning systems: SBAS-GPS (<2.5m), V-Indoor (10-40m), V-Cellid (200-500m), T-GSM (200-1500m).
- Communication with receiver: mobile phone network (GSM).
- Adjustable watchstrap. 2 different colors for watchstrap.
- Security clasp.
- Panic button.
- Without buttons and totally waterproof and shockproof.
- Multiple watch localization system.
- Battery: Lithium-ion rechargeable with the included charger.
- Battery life: 3.5 days.

**Pikavu Receiver**

- Size: 140 x 85 x 15mm.
- Big display with large street letters for easy reading.
- Four positioning systems: SBAS-GPS (<2.5m), V-Indoor (10-40m), V-Cellid (200-500m), T-GSM (200-1500m).
- Communication with watch: mobile phone network (GSM).
- Receiver with ergonomic design and labelled buttons on the touch screen.
- Security Area function.
- Visual and audible alarm if watch leaves Security Area or alert button is activated.
- Location system for places where no street references are available.
- Battery: Lithium-ion rechargeable with the provided charger.
- Battery life: 1 day.

How much it costs

For a quick and easy transaction, we will send Pikavu directly to your home.

The Pikavu can be purchased as a set or just the watch on it’s own.

The complete Pikavu-set: Consists of 1 GPS watch + 1 receiver. The costs are:

- UK: £961.59 (taxes and shipping are included).
- USA: $1,425 (taxes and shipping not included).
- International: 950€ (taxes and shipping not included).

The Pikavu watch alone: If you buy the watch alone, the location can be only done from a mobile phone. It is not possible to set any security zones without the receiver. The price for one watch is:

- UK: £564,71 (taxes and shipping are included).
- USA: $825 (taxes and shipping not included).
- International: 550€ (taxes and shipping not included).

You have 15 day trial, try it and if we don’t find a solution for you, we will return you money back (shipping not included).